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By Leena Likitalo : The Five Daughters of the Moon (The Waning Moon Duology)  the vestigial empire trope as 
used in popular culture this nation used to rule the known world or at least a sizable chunk of it unfortunately for the 
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the reasonable authority figure trope as used in popular culture heroes like the ignored expert have a hard enough time 
dealing with idiotic peasants but The Five Daughters of the Moon (The Waning Moon Duology): 

1 of 1 review helpful Involving fantasy from a Finnish writer By Charles Taylor As I m attending the SF Worldcon in 
Helsinki I wanted to read some Finnish fantasy and science fiction Otherwise I wouldn t have chosen to read this book 
it seems aimed at young adults However I m glad I did the author is obviously talented and I will look out for her 
future books It is loosely based on the fate of the Roman Inspired by the 1917 Russian revolution and the last months 
of the Romanov sisters The Five Daughters of the Moon by Leena Likitalo is a beautifully crafted historical fantasy 
with elements of technology fueled by evil magic The Crescent Empire teeters on the edge of a revolution and the Five 
Daughters of the Moon are the ones to determine its future Alina six fears Gagargi Prataslav and his Great Thinking 
Machine The gagargi claims th ldquo The Five Daughters of the Moon is a lyrical elegy to the fall of an empire a 
dreamscape of a tale unfolding through the prismatic view of its five ill fated protagonists rdquo Jacqueline Carey By 
turns rambunctious lively strange and 
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